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$RIDGE
TOKEN
RIDGE IS A COMMUNITY
DRIVEN CHARITY TOKEN ON
THE ETHEREUM NETWORK
(ERC-20) WITH MAIN PURPOSE
TO DONATE TO CHARITIES AND
DEVELOP CRYPTO UTILITIES

Community driven
Inspired by Rhodesian Ridgebacks we have
decided to create a the RIDGE token for the
fastest growing Ridgeback Inu crypto
community!

Donations
We have the fastest growing
crypto community with a lot of
people who want to support us
and help us find the right person
for donations!

Charity tax
1% of the taxes for buying, selling and
sending our token is going to our donations
wallet and once a decent amount is
accumulated we are sending these to official
charities.
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Launch
$RIDGE was launched on November 9th,
2021 and has received strong support, after
we did our first donation followed by
additional 2 donations the first week of
launch.
We have done a total of 3 official donations
and a token burn of 5% of the supply.
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I.Tokenomics (Simplified):
1%
1%
2%
3%

Holder Rewards
Charity
Liquidity
Marketing

Coin Allocations Upon
Launch:
-Team 5% - Locked For One Year
As of Nov 11th, 2021
-Operations 15% - Consists Of
Marketing, Reserve for exchanges listing,
etc.
-5% Burn - when 20 Million Market
Cap Was Reached; Within 72 Hours
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II.Chamber Settings
In this universe, the denominations will be a little different but the proportions will
remain 100% [90%?] the same.
Featuring a total circulation of 1 Trillion (1,000,000,000,000) ERC tokens, RIDGE will
also incorporate DeFi features supporting both current and future utilities.
The upgraded contract will include in its features:
-The Operations Wallet will have a use and purpose budget of; Which Holds 5%
(It Shall Be The Sole Discretion Of The Developers Via A Three Of Three Vote
[At A Minimum] Whether To Use Purely Reflections Or Amounts From The Originally
Distributed Tokens)
A:2.5% Marketing Wallet with intent by the RIDGE devs who have signature powe
rs, to show receipts for actually purchased marketing. And we are going to use it
because we intend to profit for this project and its holders.
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II.Chamber Settings
B:2.5% First Ever (Known To Us) Crypto Marketing “Rewards” where verified marketeers w
ho hold at least a $100 worth of the coin can be part of a pool of coins distributed to them
based on their marketing strategies on Twitter, Youtube, Medium.com, Reddit
(creating posts, not comments).
Meaning if there is $10,000 in the wallet and high quality work,
with proofs of submission, then these are submitted to the website’s blog roll comments.
C:Marketing reserve strategy exists, where if the marketing wallet grows more than 5%,
we are locking the tokens for 1 month using team.finance
D.All Remaining Percentage that is not needed for exchange listings, etc. will be sent
to the Ethereum dead wallet address.
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III. Additional features:
- Manual Burns; we will be burning tokens anytime when we do a donation to a charity
in order to be fair with our holders. If we donated 300,000,000 of tokens, we will burn
at least 50% of that amount (150,000,000 tokens).
- Burns by community voting power: if our community of over 800 members votes for a
burn, we can keep burning until all tokens from the deploy wallet are gone (in case we
don’t need any more for exchanges)

How we started?
Inspired by Ridgeback (Ridgeback Inu) and the strongest Ridgeback Inu Community!
Ridgeback is an infamous dog breed... With a Lion Heart and actually a dog that can fight
a lion!
This is why our token’s primary use case will be charity. Instead of reflections and
sending beer money to a ton of people that don’t make sense, our token will collect taxes
in its donations wallet. Later, once a decent sum will be accumulated, these money will be
sent by a vote from all holders to a charity or organization of their choice, that all voted
for.
Ridge is made to help kids, sick people, young talents, creative developers, victims of rugs,
etc.
As a dog breed, Ridgebacks are very helpful and a real friend to their owner and their
surroundings. Our Ridge is created with education and fun in mind. We will have a video
platform with cool content, provide Netflix rebates for purchases and we have developed a
video platform with a share to earn program.
The share to earn videos program will be managed by our community and any
motivational video they create related to charity, crypto, animals or other animations will
be added on our platform and based on the amount of views the creator will be rewarded
tokens.
On a later phase, we will have NFTs later to showcase the amount of Ridgeback breeds
over the world. These will be created by a real life artist who is drawing in monasteries
and Orthodox churches over Eastern Europe and worked as an art teacher for 15 years.
We have developed a cool $SHIB game, being loyal Shiba Inu holders for over a year now
and a proud part of the #SHIBARMY. Everyone can request to get a beta test of our game
in the official Telegram group and we will reach to you!
Future plans
We have plans to create a bridge to Polygon, or a wrapped clone, maybe even a second
token especially for investors who do not want to pay the huge ETH fees. Anyways, we are
huge ETH fans and we think it’s the future and we consider ETH and Polygon to be the
heart for serious projects.
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ROADMAP: Phases
PHASE 1 - Q4 2021
Launch $RIDGE with a strong community & speak to each holder. Launch a “share to earn” video platform with
animated stories & cartoons!
Apply for listing on token websites. Beta version of our Shiba game and release Ridgeback Breed NFTs. Special
perks for Diamond Hands i.e. Netflix subscription rebates & more!
Pass A Turing Test for Security Purposes
Reestablish Communications via Socials
1,000 Holders
PHASE 2 - Q1 2022
List on top DEX & CEX exchanges. Start development for a P2P crypto exchange! Crypto conference & party!
$100,000+ Charity & Startup Funds!
Dive deeper into the decentralized world, start development of our own NFT marketplace and get listed on the top
DEX sites, explore token listing sites & CEX opportunities!
Advertising Enhancements on Dex and/or Btok
Social Marketing via Interdimensial Cable and TikTok
Sentient Guerilla Marketing in Cities Near You
10,000 Holders
PHASE 3 – Q2 2022
Develop a Ridge Launchpad where only verified people can launch tokens. Launch a Rug screen application and a
token locker contract. Release our P2P crypto exchange.
50,000 Holders
Our community
We have the fastest growing crypto community with a lot of people who want to support us and help us find the
right person for donations! A part of the taxes for buying, selling and sending our token is going to our donations
wallet and once a decent amount is accumulated we are sending these to official charities.
The team behind $RIDGE has consistently delivered and helped other tokens develop their own utilities. We have
teamed up with one goal in mind, to become a serious token with multiple utilities for a better decentralized
world. Our mission is to become a major player in the cryptoverse while supporting charities & helping developers
and creative people with their startups!
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Join Now

We look forward to receiving input from the
community of our holders in helping to guide this
project and helping them achieve what it is they
desire from cryptocurrency participation.
We want top holders to use their voting power and
decide where our donations go.
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